Maincor Fitting Systems

BRANCH PLUMBING SYSTEM
Overview
Maincor offer traditional branch plumbing systems to meet customer requirements, which are based on the excellent installation
and in-use properties of Maincor’s Multi-Layer Composite Pipe (MLCP).
MLCP is extremely durable like metal pipes, flexible like plastic pipes, allowing it to be easily bent by hand, and combined with
formstability allows it to stay in place when bent without springing back. All of this makes the product ideal for use in plumbing
applications.

Branch plumbing system

Maincor Fitting Systems for Branch Plumbing
Maincor fitting systems address a plumbers' two fundamental
installation requirements; a leak free, permanent nondemountable fitting system for often concealed plumbing
connection, and a simple demountable threaded system for
connection to pumps, valves and appliances.
Using hydraulically closed press fittings, perfectly replaces
soldered copper and gives much better security than plastic
push fit plumbing. A simple threaded compression system
connecting to all standard UK sizes completes the requirement.
Working to the strengths of MLCP, i.e. bending by hand without
‘spring back’ virtually eliminates the need for elbows: this means
quieter systems by eliminating the noise of water hammer.
Multi-Layer Composite Pipe is also delivered hygienically
clean and does not ‘fur’ or ‘scale’, reducing maintenance
costs. Its 100% resistance to corrosion is a huge benefit in soft
or acidic water.

Why use Maincor pipe and fittings for
branch plumbing?
•

Fewer Joints in the System - Compared to copper
systems the pipes flexibility reduces the need for elbows,
which also means quieter systems by eliminating the
noise of water hammer.

•

Quicker to Install - Press and compression fittings are
quicker and easier to install than soldered copper joints.

•

High Quality Fittings - Using hydraulically closed press
fittings perfectly replaces soldered copper and gives
much better security than plastic push fit plumbing.

•

No Hot Works on Site - Improving health and safety and
reducing the need for ‘permits to work’.

Maincor offer a unique range of press fittings to create
permanent non-demountable systems from sizes 16-63mm.
To offer customers a complete range, Maincor also have
simple compression connectors to connect to 15, 22, and
28mm copper systems.
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Overview
Maincor offer manifold plumbing systems to meet customer requirements, which are based on the excellent installation and inuse properties of Maincor’s Multi-Layer Composite Pipe (MLCP).
MLCP is extremely durable like metal pipes, flexible like plastic pipes, allowing it to be easily bent by hand, and combined
with formstability allowing it to stay in place when bent without springing back. All of this makes the product ideal for use in
plumbing applications.

Manifold plumbing system

Manifold Plumbing Introduction

Why use manifold plumbing?

Plumbing manifolds distribute hot and cold water to
appliances around the property. Pipes run from the manifold
to each piece of sanitary wear (such as sinks, baths, washing
machines) in continuous loops to and from the manifold
so that there are no fittings in the system other than at the
appliance and manifold, thus eliminating the possibility of
intermediate joint leaks.

•

Individual Isolation - Each appliance can be isolated in
the event of a problem.

•

Fewer Joints in the System - Reducing the possibility of
leaks.

•

Accessibility - The only connections are at the appliance
and the manifold (usually located in an airing cupboard or
under a sink, etc). There are no joints under floorboards
or inside walls.

•

Reduced Installation Time - Eliminating intermediate
joints speeds up installation time.

•

Easy to Maintain - With individual isolation of each appliance and easy accessibility, maintenance or repair work
is much easier.

•

Flexibility - Allows adjustment of flow and tailoring of
pipe sizes for individual appliances.

•

Easy to Use - Safe, secure and improved control over the
buildings plumbing.

Using a manifold system has the added benefit of allowing
for individual flow control and in the event of a problem the
individual isolation of appliances, whilst leaving the rest of
the system fully operational.
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Maincor Manifold Plumbing Systems

MANIFOLD PLUMBING SYSTEM
Key Components
Maincor MLCP, PE-RT/AL/PE-RT Coils

Straight Ball Valve

Maincor MLCP, PE-RT/AL/PE-RT,
overlap welded aluminium MultiLayer 100% barrier Composite Pipe,
supplied in coils.

Maincor Straight Ball Valves are used to
provide isolation of the flow and return
pipework connected onto the Plumbing
Manifolds. This allows manifolds to be
isolated both for filling the system, or
draining down, without the risk of air
ingression.

Available in 12, 16 and 20mm.

Bridging Piece

Plumbing Manifold

Maincor Bridging Pieces are used to
join plumbing manifolds together,
allowing the creation of manifolds
serving up to 12 outlets from a single
manifold.

Maincor 2 - 4 Port ¾” and 1” Plumbing
Manifolds provide a simple effective
modular system, enabling the use of
MLCP with no additional jointing to
appliances and hot and cold water
services. Manifold pipe connectors not
included.

Blanking Plug - End of Manifold

Aluminium Slider Rail and Bracket Support Kit
Maincor Aluminium Slider Rails are
used to mount the Plumbing Manifolds
and are supplied with screw and wall
plug pack. Bracket support kits are
for use with Plumbing Manifold and
Aluminium Slider Rail.

Maincor Blanking Plugs are used for
blanking the end of the Plumbing
Manifold.

Blanking Plug - Outlets
Maincor Blanking Plugs are used to
blank-off outlets on the Plumbing
Manifolds.

Manifold Spanner
Maincor Manifold Spanner 27mm. Used
for tightening Manifold Pipe Connectors
onto the Plumbing Manifold Outlets.

Manifold Pipe Connector
Maincor Manifold Pipe Connectors
join 12, 16 and 20mm pipework to the
manifold. For use with the Plumbing
Manifolds. (Other sizes available upon
request).
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Technical Details
Inlet size:

¾” and 1”

Outlet connectors:

Manifold Pipe Connector (options for 12, 16 and 20mm MLCP)

Outlet centres:

36mm

Ports:

Options for 2, 3 or 4

Extension:

Maincor Bridging Pieces (allowing the creation of up to 12
ports)

Isolation:

Each port has an isolation tap

Identification of appliances:

Labels showing bath, wash basin, washing machine, etc
supplied

Maximum operating pressure:

10 bar

Maximum operating temperature:

95oC
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MANIFOLD PLUMBING SYSTEM
Installation Overview
Health and Safety

When installing plumbing systems ensure that all relevant health and safety legislation and local site regulations are fully adhered
to at all times.

Locating and Mounting Plumbing Manifolds

It is important to ensure that there is good access for maintenance or in the event of a problem. In domestic situations, good
locations would be underneath stairs, or at the back of a kitchen cupboard, or in an airing cupboard on the first floor. If there is
a requirement to hide them away, then Manifolds can be located inside stud walls behind an access hatch, or inside a dedicated
cabinet.
Plumbing manifolds can be mounted using a Maincor Aluminium Slider Rail (supplied with screws and wall plugs). Using a
Bracket Support Kit the Plumbing Manifold can be clipped into the Aluminium Slider Rail, allowing for sufficient play when
connecting pipes.

Manifold Connection

Prior to fitting the connectors to the manifold the pipe is to be bevelled by inserting the bevelling tool and rotating the tool
three full turns. This will put a 45° chamfer on the pipe and the pipe will be ready to take the fitting.

Unbevelled Pipe

1. Cut the pipe at a 90o angle.

2. Bevel the cut end of the pipe.

3. Check to ensure there are no burrs.

4. Place the nut and olive onto the
pipe.

5. Push the fitting into the bevelled end
of the pipe.

6. Tighten the fitting onto the manifold
outlet using a manifold spanner.
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Overview
Maincor Branch and Manifold systems can also be combined
together in many applications. For example in commercial
or high rise projects such as apartments, hospitals or student
accommodation, 63mm MLCP can be used for the main distribution risers with the pipes branched off to smaller pipe sizes
at each floor using Reducing Press Tees. The rooms on each
floor can then be supplied via a Maincor Plumbing Manifold,
which will then allow the individual isolation of appliances.

This is an ideal solution for this type of building, allowing for
easy maintenance without disrupting the whole building.
The use of large sizes of MLCP for risers is also an advantage
during the construction phase, an equivalent sized copper
pipe would have a very high scrap value and be susceptible
to theft. In addition, the Metal Press Fittings used do not
require soldering, therefore eliminate hot works, benefiting
health and safety.

Plumbing Manifolds

2nd Floor Apartment

Plumbing Manifolds

1st Floor Apartment

Press Fittings

Press Fittings

63mm Risers
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BRANCH AND MANIFOLD HYBRID SYSTEMS

